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16.1 INTRODUCTION

r

Natural selection, as Darwin recognised more than a century ago, favours individuals and
populations that inherit characlcrs conducive to their survival and reproduction. [For a
detailed discussion on Natural Stleclion refer to Units 11 and 12 of LSE 07 course.] We
must understand therefore, that the generation of biological variation is a central
requirement for evolution of species in diverse and changing environment. You have
already learnt in the previous blocks that the occurrence of phenotypic variability amongst
the living organisnls is a n absolute requircmcnt also for understandiig the inheritance of
the genetic characters. One of the basic nlechanisms that creates genotypic as well as the
phenotypic variation is the mutation or the alteration of DNA within the gene. In recent
years, the terms mutation has generally been restricted to processes that result in a direct
altention of gene contents generating the new alleles of a gene that end up coding for a
different sequence of amino acids.
The natural occurrence of mutations is very slow. In order lo make significant progress on
genetice studies in any living system it becomes imperative that the new mutations must
necebsity has led to an active field of
be isolated and accumulated at faster rate,
study on experi~nentalnlutations called mulagenesis. Ever since the time of M.J. Muller
(1927) who reported that X-ray could induce mutations in Drosophila followed by
L.J. Stadler's finding that the same is true in barley, a large number of agents called
mutagenes have become available to induce mutations.
In this unit we will discuss thc concept, types and molecular basis of mutations and
detection of mutations. You will also read about various mutagens, their effecls and repair
mechanisms to rectify these effects. With the availabity of whole range of mutagens it has
become possible to exploit these for advancemenl of genetic studics and improve the
agricultural crops. The study of mutations has r l s enhanced
~
our understanding of thccancer process as well as abnormal development in detail.
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Objectives
After studying this unit you will be able to:
explain what are niutations, how they arise and how they can be detected,
@ differentiate the types of mutations and explain their origin o n molecular basis,
@ discuss the role of mutagens in inducing mutations and the cellular repair
mechanism to correct the DNA damage, and
@ discuss how these mutations can be exploited for advancement of genetic studies,
and betterment of agricultural crops.
@

16.2 WHAT IS MUTATION ?
In the year 1791, a New England farmer, Seth Wright, noticed a peculiar male lamb in his
small flock of sheep. This lamb had unusually short legs which were somewhat defonned.
Mr. Wright recogaised the unique advantage of sheeps like this one, as they would not be
able to jump the low stone fences and therefore pot damage the crops. He carelully bred
his sheep and was able to raise a short legged flock. This breed was named ancon
(Greek--elbow) as the crooked legs resembled the hunian elbow. The same mutation
appeared in a flock of sheep in Norway in 1925 and a separate breed of ancon sheep was
established from it.
A similiar event occurred duringthe latter par1 of 19th century when a worker in South
America spotted a peculiar t y p of orange. At one end of the Cruit there was a shrivelled
indented portion which reseMbled a hunian navel, but pulp of this orange Cmit contained
no seeds. You should be able to recognise tbe potential value of having the seedless
orange. By careful budding and grafting this new characler could be propagated. An
American tourist brougHt a twig back to California, and thus the great navel orange
industry of America was established. What do you get fro111 these exanlples? Probably
that some changes have suddenly arisen in these organisms which became beneficial lo
mankind.
When such changes occur in natural populations, mutation is said to have taken place.
Mutation, therefore, is a sudden, heritable change in genotype thal involves qualitative
change in the genetic material. The change may lead to a corresponding change in the
phenotype. Mutatio~lsare a n extremely irnporta~itsource of genetic variability in living
populations. They are the deviations from normal gellotypic and phenotypic conditions,
The normal conditions are referred to as wild-type conditions.
Mutations iliclude changes occumng at chrotnosomal level as well as at gene level. At
chrolnosomal level, the change in the organisation and stmclure of chroniosorne (s) is
called chromosomal aberration or chromosomal mutations. You have already read
about chron~osomalaberration in previous block. In this unit you will study about the
mutations occumngat gene level. When we say mutation we refer to the changes
occurring at gene level, i.e. gene mutation,
The possibility thal new types of inherited characters may appear suddenly was first
suggested by Hugo De Vries in 1901 as a result oC his experinlents on the plant evening
primrose, Oenothera lnmarckiana. He coined tbe term mutation to explaiii the variations
he observed in crosses involving this plant. Most of the variations observed by De Vries,
however, were later found to be chrolnosotnal aberrations rather than mutations.
Neverthless, he deserves credit for the forniulation of the concept of mutation and its
importance from the point of view of evolution.
In addition to their contributions to the genetic variation, mutations are working tools for
the geneticist in.order to understand the structure and functioning of the gene. Mutations
provide insights into basic biochemical processes such as gene expression and
development (see Fig. 16.1). Certain mutations that can be easily detected and studied are
induced in organisms like bacteria, fungi, fruit flies, certain plants, mice etc. These
organisms have short life cycles and therefore are normally used for studying mulations
and mutagenesis.
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Fig. 16.1: nluslmUoa to show (he erred d mutalion on gene expression.
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After having understood the meaning of the word mutation and its importance let us now
discuss various classes of mutations.
Mutations can be classified on the basis of several criteria. None of these are n~utually
exclusive. Instead they depend on simply which aspect of mutations are bcing discussed.
In the followiiig subsections we will discuss three ways of classifying mutations. But first
do the following SAQ.

SAQ 1
Explain what do you understand by mutation ? Give any four exarnples of mutations.

16.2.1 ' Somatic and Gametic Mutations
Mutations itlay occur in somatic cells as well as in germ cells. Mutations arising in
somatic cells, i.e. body cells are not transmitted to future generations and die with the
death of the individual. These arc called somatic mutations. Let us see how mulations in
somatic cells affect the organisllls.
In the tissues of adult 0-rganisms many cells perform similar function. So mutation in a
single cell of a tissue nlay not impair the organism even if the mutation is detrimental.
This has two aspects: first, mutation might occur in a gene that are not active: in other
words it may occur in genes that are not essenlial to the functions of that cell. Second,
even if the critical gene in a cell or a group of cells is affecled there are still thousands of
normal, unaffected cells to perform the same function in that tissue. However, mulations
in somatic cells may sometimes cause damage, including cancer, to the parts of the body
'that arise from the mutated cells. As you have read earlier, somatic mutations are not
significant from the stand point of bere.dity. However, if these mutations arise early
enough during embryonic development, they inay express themselves in the somatic cclls.
Some of such somatic mutations can be highly beneficial to mankind. You may retllenlbcr
the earlier examples of navel orange. Navel orange arose due to mutation in the -
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